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Artist Bio

Raised in Seattle, I hold a BFA (Cleveland Institute of Art) and MFA (University of Washington).

My art has always been oriented towards finding wonder, solidarity and symbiosis in each

culture and experience.

I have roots in the Central District: much of my youth happened there, with beloved elders

deeply involved in activism going back to the 1940s. My first community-based murals were

painted with youth at Powell Barnett Park, TT Minor School and at 23rd and Union. I am very

familiar with the Central District’s history - honoring the diversity of its historical communities is

important for current empowerment and justice.

I have maintained a studio art practice, doing personal work and art installations in the general

and Jewish communities, while working as a youth teacher, advocate and program manager.

I am well-known as an artist, educator and organizer in the Seattle Jewish community, including

for my hand-lettered and illustrated ketubot (Jewish marriage contracts), and am a Heritage Arts

Mentor Artist in Jewish Calligraphy with Humanity Washington’s Center for Washington Cultural

Traditions.

My workshops on visual arts storytelling, folk and wisdom traditions bring an artistic and Jewish

lens to identity, gender, deep ecology and social repair in multi-cultural environments.

As I have striven to always learn and listen with care, my arts activism and collaborations have

raised the voices of marginalized youth and communities; my ketubot respond to a full

spectrum of gender and sexual identities; I’ve been an activist for racial justice, co-organizing 13

weeks of action for Black & Brown Lives Matter in SE Seattle; done peace and justice solidarity

work in Israel and Palestine via the Center for Jewish Non-Violence; been on an immersive and

transformative freedom struggle pilgrimage in the U.S. South; and as co-president of a

progressive synagogue, strive for maximum inclusivity.
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